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Breathing life into your virtual world

Ambience is a collection of plug and play modules for VBS3 that add a background pattern of life to the
simulation. It can add both traffic and human behavior, or either in isolation so as to match your training
requirement. Once installed, Ambience can populate your virtual cities with hundreds or even thousands of
humans and vehicles.
™

Rich pattern of life configured in seconds
Ambience is fully integrated with VBS3 and can support many more simulated people than VBS3 can support on its own. This balance of high
entity counts and tight integration makes Ambience truly unique. Vehicles generated by Ambience can be damaged and will avoid externally
or player controlled vehicles of humans on the roads. Traffic lights, uncontrolled intersections, multi-lane roads and vehicle overtaking are all
supported.

Six reasons why Ambience is so great:

Ambience API
For power users, Ambience supports an API for
scripting. It allows advanced customization of the
behavior of vehicles populated by Ambience. It can
be combined with VBS3 triggers, to ensure the
background pattern of life can be modified to
support the training requirements.

Easy to use - seconds to configure
Ambience is soldier-proof. Simple click-and-go controls
allow even a novice user to quickly and intuitively add
patterns of life to VBS3. No programming or scripting is
required. Configuring entities’ behavior is straight forward.
For example, using a simple slider bar, you can change the
behavior from a chaotic pattern of life matching a
developing country, to an ordered pattern of life matching
a developed country, or indeed anywhere in between.

Ambience object properties for crowds

Crowd API use cases

Traffic API use cases

Dynamically adding attraction or avoidance behaviors

Dynamically changing driver behaviors

Modifying the clustering and interactions within crowd

Modifying traffic lights and intersections

Dynamically creating and removing crowd

Dynamically creating and removing vehicles
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Traffic and crowds combined into one soldier-proof application

Humans and crowds
Realistic human behavior

Humans populated by Ambience can move as individuals, in small
groups or as a large crowd. They move around in an intelligent
manner, balancing the shortest distance with the most ‘sensible’
route. Explosions, gunfire and IEDs can all elicit a danger response
from the civilians. For instance, gunfire will cause the civilians to flee
and hide for some time before the usual pattern of life is resumed.

Seamless integration with VBS3

Realistic human behavior

Ambience is integrated so well with VBS3 that it feels like the same
product. Unit motion, animations and damage are all blended so that
in nearly all cases a user is unable to tell the difference between an
Ambience civilian and a VBS3 civilian.

Vehicles and traffic
Realistic traffic patterns

Vehicles intelligently avoid congested roadways and will choose an
optimal route to reach the destination. Vehicles respond dynamically
to obstacles on the road, so that road blocks can be created and
traffic jams will form emergently. Vehicles are vulnerable to gunfire,
IEDs and other explosions. They can be damaged or destroyed.
Vehicles will react to external entities that have been created. For
instance if a pedestrian walks in front of a vehicle, that vehicle will stop
in order to avoid a collision.

Pedestrians obeying road rules

Intelligent terrain analysis

Ambience provides functionality for rapid scenario creation.
Ambience automatically processes any terrain and can recognize
(with no need for human interaction) roads, road crossings, traffic
lights and obstacles. This allows effective traffic patterns of life to be
generated even on your own custom terrains.

Without Ambience pattern of life

With Ambience pattern of life

Realistic traffic movement

Ability to configure the driving side of the road

Discover Ambience Pro………
Ambience Pro is the newest of the Ambience line of products. Where Ambience is designed to quickly add
background pattern of life to any scenario, Ambience Pro, is designed for Intelligence, Surveillance and
Reconnaissance use cases where a high degree of control over the pattern of life is required.
™

Ambience Pro

™

A comprehensive, intuitive and powerful editor to quickly build
complex and varying pattern of life scenarios spanning a long
duration.

For more information please visit our website - www.simct.com or contact - sales@simct.com
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